
POPULAR SEADEK COLOR COMBINATIONS

BRUSHED

BRUSHED VS. EMBOSSED
A common question asked is the diA common question asked is the difference between the Genuine 
SeaDek textures. We have two options to choose from.  The original 
SeaDek texture is the embossed pattern; it’s referred to as a micro-dot 
pattern. Imagine the reverse pattern of a golf ball, rather than the dimples 
going into the surface they protrude outward. The embossed pattern is 
added by using heat and thermoforming the material to give it the 
dimples. The second option is the brushed texture. This was originally 
crcreated to simulate faux teak and give the look of wood grain. The 
texture is added by wire brushes actually cutting into the surface to 
provide a nice uniform brushing pattern. Both textures are added in 
house at SeaDek’s facility. This gives our customers the largest selection 
and options available. Both textures provide excellent traction when wet. 
Safety is one of key benefits of adding SeaDek to your vessel.

The desired look really comes down to personal preference. The material 
is all closed cell Genuine SeaDek foam. A tip that we recommend; if 
you’re wanting to go with a lighter color like Caribbean Blue as the main 
color, stick with the embossed texture. Both textures clean up well, but 
the brushed texture tends to hold slightly more dirt in the brushing 
grooves. It’s not that you can’t keep it clean, but it may require a little 
more elbow grease at the end of the day. 

FEEL THE DIFFERENCE

COOL GRAY / BLACK COOL GRAY / STORM GRAY STORM GRAY / BLACK DARK GRAY / BLACK STORM GRAY / COOL GRAY

MOCHA / BLACK MOCHA / CAMEL CAMEL / MOCHA CAMEL / BLACK CAMEL / BEACH SAND

MICA / BLACK STORM GRAY / BIMINIMICA / TERRA AQUA CAMO / BLACK SNOW CAMO / BLACK


